Spatial heterogeneity in the effects of climate and density-dependence on dispersal in a house sparrow metapopulation
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Dispersal plays a key role in the response of populations to climate change and habitat fragmentation. Here, we use data from a long-term metapopulation study of a non-migratory bird, the house sparrow (Passer domesticus), to examine the influence of increasing spring temperature and density-dependence on natal dispersal rates and how these relationships depend on spatial variation in habitat quality. The effects of spring temperature and population size on dispersal rate depended on the habitat quality. Dispersal rate increased with temperature and population size on poor-quality islands without farms, where house sparrows were more exposed to temporal fluctuations in weather conditions and food availability. By contrast, dispersal rate was independent of spring temperature and population size on high-quality islands with farms, where house sparrows had access to food and shelter all the year around. This illustrates large spatial heterogeneity within the metapopulation in how population density and environmental fluctuations affect the dispersal process.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Dispersing individuals have important consequences for the distribution of genetic variation, population dynamics and shifts in species ranges [1]. Past and present human-induced loss and fragmentation of habitats in combination with climate change pose a serious threat for the persistence of populations and species [2,3]. Under such circumstances, dispersal may be critical in allowing individuals to track the climate-induced changes in distribution of suitable habitat in a fragmented landscape. In addition, dispersal affects gene flow and thereby contributes to the genetic variation necessary to adapt to a changing environment. Thus, dispersal plays a key role for the response of populations, and ultimately persistence of species, subject to environmental change, which has been shown in theoretical studies [4,5] and gained support from empirical studies in a wide range of taxa (e.g. [6–9]).

There is a vast body of empirical work demonstrating that dispersal may vary considerably within species [1]. One reason for this is that dispersal behaviour often is sensitive to external environmental cues experienced by individuals during emigration from a patch and during transfer between patches and during immigration [10]. A large number of proximate factors may be involved, e.g. patch size and patch configuration [11], social structure [12,13] and food availability [14]. In many species, several aspects of dispersal are influenced by population size. A high density of conspecifics may provide information on different local conditions with opposing influence on an individual’s propensity to disperse. Negative density-dependent dispersal may result if individuals are attracted to sites with many conspecifics [15]. Such conspecific attraction may occur if anti-predator behaviour and foraging are more efficient at high densities. Similarly, a high number of conspecifics may be used as a cue to identify high-quality habitats in terms of mate availability or food [10,16]. On the other hand, in the majority of species studied, the probability of emigration away from the area of birth often increases with population size, e.g. in insects [17], birds and mammals [18]. Positive density-dependent dispersal may result from high population density itself, mediated through social interactions, such as interference and harassment. A large number of conspecifics also causes pressure on resources. Thus, the underlying factor that causes emigration may not be population size per se, but rather the population size in relation to the resource availability of the habitat [19]. Thus, it is possible that population size interacts with habitat quality (e.g. food availability) or temporal habitat quality variation to determine dispersal rates [16]. Fluctuations in environmental conditions may therefore be responsible for the observed temporal variation in dispersal [20–23]. However, as pointed out by Matthysen [18], many of the studies that failed to find a relationship between dispersal propensity and population density [18,24] have only considered local movements within a restricted study area. Obviously,
this points to the importance of a large study area to obtain reliable, unbiased estimates of dispersal rates [25].

Despite the mounting theoretical and empirical interest in how the effects of climate change are influenced by dispersal (see above), there are few studies, especially in vertebrates, which have addressed how dispersal itself is influenced by climate change. For example, in the common lizard (Lacerta vivipara), natal dispersal has declined with increasing temperature [26]. In birds, the influence of temperature on demographic traits such as timing of breeding, survival and fecundity is now rather well-documented (reviewed in [27,28]). However, the relationship between temporal variation in avian dispersal and climate has received much less attention [29–33]. An additional complication is that the effects of the same climate factor on demographic processes and population dynamics may differ between populations, even within regions experiencing similar temperature change [28]. Together with the fact that dispersal rates often are sensitive to population size, this implies that in order to understand the effect of climate variation on dispersal, one must consider fluctuations in population size and how the effects of density-dependence and environmental variation differ between populations, for example, owing to differences in habitat quality. In order to determine the ecological and demographic properties of the natal population, we must therefore know the origin of dispersing individuals. However, this is often not the case in studies of dispersal in natural populations (e.g. [31–33]). In particular, how the interaction between the climate factors and properties of the natal habitat affects dispersal remains more or less unstudied (but see [26]).

The aim of this study is to investigate how spring temperature and population size affect dispersal rate in an insular metapopulation of the house sparrow (Passer domesticus) and how these relationships depend on natal habitat quality. The study area is large in relation to the dispersal range [34] and a large proportion of the sparrows is individually marked [35]. This implies major advantages when studying dispersal: it allows unambiguous identification of dispersal events between islands and bias in estimates of dispersal rates caused by emigration out of the study area is low [25,35]. This implies major advantages when studying dispersal: it allows unambiguous identification of dispersal events between islands and bias in estimates of dispersal rates caused by emigration out of the study area is low [25,35]. In most passerines in temperate areas, warm weather reduces nestling mortality in the house sparrow and increases fledgling size [36]. Furthermore, high spring temperature may advance the onset of breeding [37], which may influence individual dispersal probability [38]. In addition, early onset breeding may increase the incidence of additional broods and increase production of young, as found in many bird species (e.g. [39]). In years with high spring temperature, early breeding and increased survival may lead to a high number of conspecifics in the natal habitat, which in turn could influence the dispersal decision of individuals. Thus, we hypothesize that one possible proximate link between temperature and dispersal in our study system is temperature-dependent production of juveniles and density-dependent dispersal. Population size per se may induce emigration as a consequence of social interactions. However, if the effect of population size on dispersal is mediated through its pressure on resources, the dispersal response to population size needs to be considered in relation to spatial variation in habitat quality [16]. Thus, we expect that factors influencing production of juveniles and population size, e.g. temperature and onset of breeding, affect dispersal differently depending on habitat quality. Accordingly, to evaluate how the effects of spring temperature and population size on dispersal are influenced by habitat quality, we compared dispersal from two types of islands. On the first set of islands, the house sparrows mainly breed in close association with dairy farms, with access to cattle-food and shelter all year round. On the second set of islands, there are no farms and sparrows are much more exposed to variation in food availability and weather conditions. During the winter, the ground is regularly snow covered, which reduces access to grass seeds and other natural food resources on the non-farm islands. Therefore, we assume that farm islands represent superior habitat, whereas the non-farm islands represent inferior habitat for the house sparrows.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) General field procedures

The study was conducted from 1993 to 2008 in a house sparrow metapopulation in northern Norway (66°N, 13°E; figure 1). During the study period, individuals were observed and captured annually on 18 islands covering an area of more than 1600 km² [36]. Owing to differences between islands in the accessibility to the nests, breeding was monitored more closely on nine of the islands than on the remaining islands. These nine islands were included as natal islands in this study. All the 18 islands were included as potential targets for dispersal. The natal islands were divided into two categories that differed in quality in terms of food availability and shelter: five farm islands and four non-farm islands (see §1).

Fieldwork was performed from early May to mid August each year during this period and for approximately one month from the end of September to the beginning of November. The birds reach sexual maturity in their second calendar year, and can lay up to three clutches per season, each containing on average five eggs. Each island was searched thoroughly for any active nests at least once a week during the summer. Nests were usually visited two to three times during the incubation period. The onset of breeding was estimated as day of first egg. If nests were found during egg-laying, laying date could be determined directly. If nests were found during incubation or during the nestling stage, a hatching day was calculated, based on an estimate of nestling age on the first visit after hatching. Laying day was then calculated from an assumed incubation period of 11 days (median incubation time in this study area) and the minimum clutch size, which was estimated from the sum of number of eggs and living and dead offspring. We used data from 854 first clutches to determine the onset of breeding. When nestlings were between age 8 and 12 days, ca 25 μl of blood was collected from their brachial vein and they were banded with a numbered metal ring and unique combinations of plastic colour leg rings. Nesting data are available from 1993 on the five farm islands and from 1999 on the four non-farm islands. The last cohort included in this study was born in 2007 and thus 2008 was the last year of study. The sum of number of adults and number of juveniles was used as an index of total population size. The adult population size was estimated differently on the two categories of islands: on the non-farm islands, adult
population size was censused by counting individuals just before the onset of breeding in May. On the farm-islands, the proportion of ringed birds was very high (greater than 90%) so we assume that the number of different adult birds, which were observed or captured during the breeding season, provided a better estimate of population size than the census data [34]. The annual number of fledged juveniles was estimated as the number of nestlings per nest alive at day 8–13 [40], averaged across nests, multiplied by the number of adult females.

The house sparrow is a highly sedentary species, and has limited natal dispersal (< ca 10%) and negligible breeding dispersal (less than 2‰) in the study population [34,35]. Most natal dispersal takes place in the autumn [41]. Recaptures and observations of marked birds were used to determine whether fledglings survived until their second calendar year, i.e. recruited to the breeding population, and whether inter-island dispersal had occurred. Recapture rates do not differ between residents and immigrants [35]. A dispersing individual was defined as an individual which was marked as a nesting at one of the nine main study islands and then performed inter-island dispersal and was recorded as a recruit in their second calendar year on any of the other islands in the whole study system. Similarly, a resident was defined as an individual which was marked as a nesting on any of the nine main study islands and then recorded as a recruit on its natal island.

(b) Weather data

We used mean temperature for April–May collected from Myken weather station, located within the study system (66°45′52″N, 12°28′37″E; figure 1). The justification for the use of this weather variable is that house sparrows and the ecologically similar tree sparrow (*Passer montanus*) breeding in the UK adjust their breeding time to spring air temperature [37]. Furthermore, the temperature during this period is critical for nestling and juvenile survival [36] and may therefore influence the local abundance of conspecifics. The weather showed high spatial correlation in the study area [36]. Thus, temperature is considered to be the same across islands but to vary between years.

(c) Statistical analyses

The relationship between onset of breeding and spring temperature was analysed with linear mixed models with natal island as a random factor. In the first set of dispersal models, overall annual dispersal rate was analysed with logistic regression models with a binomial error and a logit link function, using the number of recruits that had performed natal dispersal versus the number of philopatric recruits as response variable. In the second set of models, we tested if the relationship between dispersal rate and temperature, onset of breeding and population size, respectively, depended on habitat quality. This was achieved by testing if the relationships differed between the two categories of islands that differed in quality (farm islands versus non-farm islands), by including the interaction term between island category and the various predictor variables. For all models in this study, the coefficients for the interaction with island category were calculated relative to an intercept representing the farm islands. Thus, for example, a positive interaction term implies a more positive slope on non-farm islands compared with farm islands.

To quantify the predictive ability of the logistic regression models, we used the squared Pearson’s correlation ($r^2$) between the observed dispersal rates and the corresponding predicted dispersal rates derived from the models [42]. Coefficients within each of the two island categories were always calculated relative to an intercept.
representing the same island category. For all analyses, the software R v. 2.11.1 [43] was used.

3. RESULTS

(a) Spring temperature and onset of breeding

The spring temperature in the study area showed a positive trend between 1954 and 2009 ($\beta = 0.015 \pm 0.0078$, $t = 2.00, p = 0.051$; model $r^2 = 0.08$, d.f. = 48) and the mean spring temperature has increased by 1°C, from 4.5°C to 5.5°C, during this half-century period. The spring temperature increased also during the study period ($\beta = 0.11 \pm 0.042$, $t = 2.51, p = 0.025$; model $r^2 = 0.31$, d.f. = 13). High spring temperatures were associated with early onset of breeding ($\beta = -2.09 \pm 0.84, t = -2.49, n = 854$ clutches, $p = 0.017$).

(b) Dispersal rate

We first analysed annual dispersal rate (i.e. proportion of recruits that had performed natal dispersal) without accounting for habitat type, using logistic regression models. In the models, we used data on 558 individuals that we had followed from nesting stage and that we had registered in their second calendar year: 474 of these individuals remained on their natal island and 84 had successfully performed natal dispersal to a new island (electronic supplementary material, table S1). The dispersal rate increased with year ($\beta = 0.087 \pm 0.028, z = 3.13, p = 0.002$; model $r^2 = 0.26$, d.f. = 13; figure 2a), and increasing spring temperature ($\beta = 0.33 \pm 0.13$, $z = 2.49, p = 0.013$; model $r^2 = 0.13$, d.f. = 13; figure 2b), and was higher in years with early onset of breeding ($\beta = -0.037 \pm 0.015$, $z = -2.49$, $p = 0.013$; model $r^2 = 0.10$, d.f. = 13; figure 2c). The proportion of dispersing recruits was not significantly related to adult population size on the natal islands ($\beta = 0.0013 \pm 0.0010$, $z = 1.27, p = 0.203$; model $r^2 = 0.03$, d.f. = 13; figure 2d). However, the proportion of dispersing recruits was positively related to total population size (adults plus juveniles) on the natal islands ($\beta = 0.0015 \pm 0.00051$, $z = 2.93, p = 0.003$; model $r^2 = 0.25$, d.f. = 13; figure 2e).

(c) Dispersal rate and habitat quality

We analysed if the temporal variation in dispersal rate differed between the two types of habitat (i.e. farm-islands versus non-farm islands), which differed in resource availability in terms of food and shelter, by testing for an interaction between habitat type and the different predictor variables in logistic regression models. We followed the fate of 407 individuals born on farm islands: 371 of these individuals remained on their natal island and 36 had successfully performed natal dispersal to a new island. Of the 151 individuals born on non-farm islands and that were registered in their second calendar year, 103 recruited on their natal island and 48 had dispersed (electronic supplementary material, table S1).

Figure 2. The relationship between mean annual dispersal rate in a house sparrow metapopulation in northern Norway and: (a) year, (b) spring temperature, (c) egg laying day for the clutch from which the individual hatched, (d) adult population size and (e) total population size (adults plus juveniles). The dispersal rates were estimated as the proportion of second-year individuals (i.e. recruits) that dispersed from their natal island. Data on 558 individuals were used, 474 philopatric and 84 dispersers. The regression lines are predicted values from generalized linear models with binomial error and logit link function. For further information about the pattern of interchange of individuals among islands, see the electronic supplementary material, table S1.
The relationship between dispersal rate and spring temperature differed between the two habitat types, as indicated by the significant interaction between temperature and habitat ($\beta = 0.96 \pm 0.36$, $z = 2.65$, $p = 0.008$). On the non-farm islands, the dispersal rate increased with temperature ($\beta = 0.83 \pm 0.36$, $z = 2.71$, $p = 0.007$). On the farm islands, the dispersal rate did not change with temperature ($\beta = -0.13 \pm 0.19$, $z = -0.68$, $p = 0.494$; overall model: $p < 0.001$, $r^2 = 0.55$, d.f. = 19; figure 3a).

The relationship between dispersal rate and onset of breeding differed between the two habitat types (interaction date of egg-laying × habitat type: $\beta = -0.070 \pm 0.029$, $z = -2.39$, $p = 0.017$). On the non-farm islands, the dispersal rate was lower in years with late onset of breeding ($\beta = -0.050 \pm 0.018$, $z = -2.72$, $p = 0.007$). On the farm islands, there was no significant relationship between dispersal rate and onset of breeding ($\beta = 0.021 \pm 0.023$, $z = 0.89$, $p = 0.372$; overall model: $p < 0.001$, $r^2 = 0.51$, d.f. = 19; figure 3b).

The relationship between dispersal rate and total population size on the natal islands tended to differ between the two habitat types (interaction total population size × habitat type: $\beta = 0.0037 \pm 0.0020$, $z = 1.90$, $p = 0.058$). On the non-farm islands, dispersal rate increased with total population size on the natal islands ($\beta = 0.0028 \pm 0.0010$, $z = 2.73$, $p = 0.006$). On the farm islands, there was no significant relationship between dispersal rate and total population size ($\beta = -0.0098 \pm 0.0017$, $z = -0.58$, $p = 0.563$; overall model: $p < 0.001$, $r^2 = 0.60$, d.f. = 19; figure 3c).

In a model including both spring temperature and total population size on the natal islands, and their interaction with habitat type, there was still a significant positive relationship between dispersal rate and spring temperature ($\beta = 0.73 \pm 0.33$, $z = 2.20$, $p = 0.028$) and total population size ($\beta = 0.0025 \pm 0.0011$, $z = 2.28$, $p = 0.023$; overall model: $p < 0.001$, $r^2 = 0.74$, d.f. = 17) on the non-farm islands. On the farm-islands, the same model revealed no significant relationship between dispersal rate and spring temperature or between dispersal rate and total population size (both $p > 0.5$). The analyses indicated that dispersal rate increased with both spring temperature and total population size at the natal island on the non-farm islands. By contrast, no such significant relationships were found for the farm islands.

4. DISCUSSION

This study demonstrates that increasing spring temperature affects both onset of breeding and annual dispersal rate (figure 2b) of house sparrows. Furthermore, the relationships between dispersal rates and both spring temperature and population size differ among populations, dependent on their habitat quality. Dispersal rates increased with temperature only on islands without farms where house sparrows lacked the food resources and shelter provided by farms (figure 3a). Furthermore, dispersal rates increased with natal population size on islands without farms, but not on islands where farms were present (figure 3c). Thus, spatial variation in habitat quality generates spatial variation in temperature- and density-dependent dispersal behaviour.

(a) Dispersal, spring temperature and population size

The overall increase in annual dispersal rate with temperature in house sparrows is consistent with other studies on birds. Dispersal distances increased with spring temperature in the arctic tern (Sterna paradisaea) [29] and the common buzzard (Buteo buteo) [30]. In great tits (Parus major), the number of immigrant females was positively related to the spring temperature of the previous year [31]. Furthermore, in dippers (Cinclus cinclus), the number of immigrants was positively related to winter temperature [32]. A similar pattern is also described in other taxa. For instance, in three species of Daphnia sp., colonization rates of empty rock pools by resting eggs were higher following warmer and drier summers [44]. In insects, a positive relationship between flight activity and temperature is well known [45]. Thus, the winter pine processionary moth (Thaumetopoea pityocampa) rapidly expanded its range following a heat wave [46]. In common lizards, the annual proportion of dispersing juveniles decreased with June temperature, but increased with August temperature [26]. These results suggest that
temporal variation in climate may influence the dispersal process, often with an increase in dispersal propensity with increasing temperature.

In addition, within a limited geographical region, there may be ecological differences between populations of the same species that may modify the response to climate change [28]. Thus, in the present study, dispersal rate was positively related to temperature in the ‘low-quality’ habitats without farms, whereas no such relationship was found in the ‘high-quality’ habitats with farms. In general, little is known about how variation in natal habitat quality may modify the relationship between dispersal rate and climate factors, often for the obvious reason that, unlike in our study system, the origin of dispersers is unknown and hence the ecological and demographical properties of the natal population cannot be assessed. One exception is a long-term experiment on common lizards [26], in which the interaction between climate and resource availability was investigated by manipulating maternal dietary conditions. A decrease in natal dispersal rate with June temperature was unaffected by maternal food availability, whereas an increase in dispersal rate with August temperature was not present under poor food conditions.

A possible mechanism that may explain why the relationship between dispersal rate and spring temperature differed between the two set of islands is related to temperature-dependent production of young and how habitat quality may influence the degree of density-dependence in dispersal. In warm years, fledging success and juvenile survival were higher than in years with cold weather [36]. Furthermore, the advance in timing of breeding with warmer spring temperature, as found in the current study, may increase the probability of raising additional broods, as found in many bird species (e.g. [39]). Thus, a warm spring will lead to a larger number of conspecifics during late summer and autumn, i.e. during the period when dispersal commonly occurs in the house sparrow [35,41]. In fact, there was a positive correlation between spring temperature and number of juveniles produced \((r = 0.21, p = 0.05)\). The correlation between total population size and spring temperature was also positive, albeit weaker \((r = 0.17, p = 0.12)\).

If competition over resources is the proximate factor inducing emigration in warm years, the interaction between population size and habitat quality in this study suggests that the strength of competition depends not only on population size itself, but rather population size in relation to habitat quality, e.g. in terms of availability and predictability of critical food resources. A limiting resource that often seems to trigger dispersal in birds is food [14]. For example, an experiment with food supplementation reduced dispersal distances in the song sparrow \((Melospiza melodia)\) [47]. Although the house sparrow is a highly social species, which prefers to feed in flocks rather than alone [41], increased competition over food may lead to aggression among flock members and reduced efficiency of food acquisition. On the non-farm islands, the sparrows often have to rely on bird feeders in human settlements, which leads to much higher densities of foraging sparrows at such spatially concentrated food sources and also a much more variable supply of food compared with the farm islands. In fact, the area of a high-density food patch predicts flock size in the house sparrow [41], which may contribute to the differences between the two sets of islands in addition to the amount of food itself. Thus, aggression between sparrows may be higher on islands without farms than on the islands with farms. This may incite juveniles to disperse to a greater extent, in order to reach a less crowded island or an island of higher quality. Accordingly, dispersal rate was positively related to population size on non-farm islands. Positive density-dependent dispersal, in particular more emigration from high densities, is expected from theory under a wide range of conditions [16] and has broad empirical support [12]. On the other hand, on the farm islands, where the availability and predictability of the food supply are high, there was no relationship between emigration rate and natal population size. Thus, densities in relation to habitat quality may be lower on the farm islands than on the non-farm islands. This seems to mitigate the competition over resources and explain why there is no density-dependence at the range of population sizes recorded on the high-quality islands during the present study.

In a parametric model of dispersal patterns, using data from the same house sparrow metapopulation as in this study, Tufto et al. [34] suggested that the probability of staying resident increased with increasing local density, which contrasts with our findings. One possible explanation for these seemingly contradictory results is that Tufto et al. [34] assumed that the probability of staying resident and the probability of immigrating into a new population depended on density in the same way, which is not necessarily the case [14]. For example, high density in the natal habitat may increase emigration propensity, whereas high density in the recipient habitat may inhibit immigration.

The fact that dispersal rate is determined by an interaction between population size and habitat quality, suggests that dispersal decision of juvenile house sparrows is based on a combination of cues related to local population size as well as habitat quality, such as food abundance [10,16]. A long-term study of pike \((Esox lucius)\) [48] revealed a similar pattern when comparing density-dependence of dispersal in two lake basins. Large pike from the most productive south basin showed a low degree of density-dependence in dispersal, whereas the opposite was found for the north basin. Habitat-specific influence of density on dispersal, such as in our study, has also been documented in insects [49–51], but has only rarely been investigated in birds. One exception is a study on great tits \((Parus major)\), where the sign of density-dependence of immigration differed between populations in The Netherlands [31]. The type of density-dependence is not only influenced by habitat characteristics, but may also vary across the range of densities that a species encounter. For example, in an experimental study on a butterfly, Glanville fritillary \((Melitaea cinxia)\), positive density-dependent dispersal was demonstrated [50], whereas another experiment in the same species showed that individuals left low-density patches at a higher rate [52]. Thus, Enfjall & Leimar [50] suggested that the relationship between dispersal and density in \(M. cinxia\) might follow a U-shaped curve.

As described above, temperature may be an environmental driver for density-dependent emigration in our study system. In addition, temperature may also influence density-independent emigration, via the effect of temperature
on onset of breeding. We found that dispersal rate was higher in years of early breeding. There is some evidence that individuals from early clutches are of low phenotypic quality [40], which potentially could affect their dispersal propensity. We have no strong a priori reasons why early breeding by itself should cause an increase in dispersal in the low-quality habitat but not in the high-quality habitat. However, we cannot exclude a differential effect of early breeding in the two habitat types that are related to habitat quality and differences in phenology.

(b) Onset of breeding and temperature
There was a negative relationship between laying date and spring temperature in this study. The direction of response in laying date to temperature was similar to that in British house sparrows and the closely related tree sparrow [37], as well as in many other bird species [27]. On the other hand, in a population of Italian sparrows (Passer italiae) in northern Italy, the onset of breeding was not related to temperature, but instead advanced with increasing spring rainfall [53]. Such a regional difference in the response to temperature between species within the genus Passer suggests that different environmental factors are important to initiate breeding in northern and southern ranges of Passer populations, possibly through their effect on food resources necessary for adults (shoots, buds and seeds) and nestlings (i.e. insects) [41].

c) Implications
Climate change forces species to move, adapt or die. Thus, dispersal has a central role in this context: by allowing individuals to shift their distribution, and through gene flow that contributes to the genetic variation necessary to adapt to climatic stress. Furthermore, relatively small changes in climate together with temperature-dependent immigration may have a large impact on population dynamics [31,32]. In addition, density-dependent emigration may strongly affect the local population size and hence the probability of extinction of a metapopulation [54].

In this study, we have shown that the effect of temperature on dispersal may differ between populations, also within a limited geographical area. It adds to the complexity when exploring the consequences of climate change—not only are dispersal characteristics and density-dependence important for population dynamics and the response to climate change [4,28], but the dispersal process itself is a plastic trait that may respond to climate in a habitat-specific way. This is likely to have important consequences for dynamics and viability of populations and needs to be accounted for when exploring how populations respond to climate change. For instance, climate-induced dispersal influenced by spatial heterogeneity in habitat quality may result in large shifts of the abundance of the species within its geographical distribution range [55]. Similarly, in a metapopulation model of the European mountain hare (Lepus timidus), the response of range limits to climate change was sensitive to the degree of dispersal [9]. Thus, knowledge about the causes of dispersal is of great importance in order to predict the long-term consequences of climate change on the viability of populations both at local and regional scales [4,9,56,57].
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